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The team of specialists, from the beginning of MiBM's existence, is constantly developing and looking for the most 

modern solutions in the mechanical industry. Our well-founded position in the mechanical area is the result from 

personal commitment which we invest in the realization of client vision. We also know how important is to make our 

client feeling support. The MiBM team consists of, among others constructors, fitters of machines and mechanical 

devices, automation specialists, CNC machine operators who carry out their tasks responsibly and with commitment. 

If you are looking for a place where you want to share your knowledge and skills with others, and at the same time 

have the opportunity to expand your competences, we invite you to cooperation. 

 

We are currently looking for candidates for the position: 

WAREHOUSE WORKER  

RESPONSIBILITIES: 

 responsibility for operational tasks in the warehouse: unloading/loading, acceptance of goods to the 
warehouse/release of goods from the warehouse, order picking, preparation for shipment of goods;  

 proper distribution of products in the warehouse in accordance with the adopted rules;  
 warehouse stock control, 
 up-to-date inventory, 
 marking of finished products / engraving, 
 supply logistics, 
 attention to order and safety in the warehouse. 

OUR REQUIRES: 

 ability to read technical drawings, 

 knowledge of MS Office, 

 category B driver license. 

 

SEARCHED FEATURES AND SKILLS: 

 independence, conscientious and well organisation of working time, teamwork, 

 experience in a similar position or in mechanical industry, 

 availability, punctuality, 

 responsibility for tasks, 

 knowledge of Comarch ERP Optima system. 

 

WE OFFER: 

 employment based on a contract of employment, 

 access to the latest tools that are necessary to performing tasks, 

 cooperation with specialist of mechanical and automatic industry, 

 we provide attractive employment conditions. 
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If you are interested in our job offer, please send your CV on address: rekrutacja@mibm.pl.  

In the subject line of the e-mail, enter the name of the position you are applying for. 

Please include this clause: „I agree to processing my personal data during recruitment process to 

warehouse worker, which is led by MiBM Sp. z o.o. Sp. k. At the same time, I declare that I was informed 

about my right to access, rectification, rescind an agreement to processing at any time, like also, that 

giving this personal data was voluntary.”  

 

With a view to Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of The European Parliament and of The Council of 27 April 2016 on the 
protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data, 

and repealing Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection Regulation), in relation to recruitment, we report you that: 

1. The controller of your personal data obtained in recruitment is MiBM Sp. z o.o. Sp. k.  
2. For the security of your personal data responses The controller, i.e. The administration member, whom you 

can contact by e-mail: biuro@mibm.pl. 
3. Consistent with the law, your personal data will be processing in order to necessary the recruitment process 

(i.a. the Labour Code1). This process only refers to position, which you apply for. 
4. Consent to data processing in the form of a clause included in the CV applies only to one position. If you 

apply for more than one position, please take notice of a clause.  

5. Your personal data will be processing and stored to complete the recruitment process. 
6. You have a right to access, rectification, erasure, restriction of processing.  

7. Your consent to data processing can be withdrawn by you in any time. The withdrawal does not affect the 
legality of the processing that you performed before the withdrawal 

8. You have a right to lodge a complaint with a supervisory authority. 

9. You are sharing your personal data voluntarily, but it is necessary to make you a part of recruitment process. 

 

                                                           
1
 Act of 26 June 1974 – Labour Code (Dz. U. z 2019 r., poz. 1040 z późn. zm.). 
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